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Introduction

Where transactions require the delicate management of perfectly imperfect information, simplifying complexity can lead to significant gains in efficiency and effectiveness. The process of merging or acquiring a business is such a transaction. The imprecise art of integrating two companies’ histories, cultures, processes, and strategies is intricate. But before companies can integrate their businesses, they must reach an agreement to either buy, sell, or merge. The process leading up to signing and closing includes, among other things, financial due diligence, pricing, and negotiation of terms and covenants. Inevitably, this comes with
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complexities that can lead to wasted time and money.

This Comment focuses on the executory period of M&A transactions. Specifically, it focuses on the pricing process. There are two main methodologies for pricing a deal: (1) the closing accounts mechanism and (2) the locked box mechanism. Through the closing accounts mechanism, parties agree to an enterprise value and then adjust post-closing for actual Cash, Debt, and Working Capital as of the closing date. Through the locked box mechanism, parties agree to an equity price based on historic balance sheets that are fixed at signing. Because the locked box mechanism eliminates the need for post-closing financial adjustments, it can be a more efficient and effective means to price deals.

The locked box mechanism is used widely in the United Kingdom but less frequently in the United States, where the closing accounts mechanism dominates. This Comment argues that the United States should capitalize

1. To Lock or Not to Lock: An Introduction to the Locked Box Closing Mechanism, PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS LLP 1, 2 (Sept. 2013), http://download.pwc.com/ie/pubs/2013_an_introduction_to_the_locked_box.pdf [https://perma.cc/Y4TB-XA3A].

2. Id. at 3.

on the benefits of the locked box mechanism and use it more frequently.\textsuperscript{4} It prevents post-closing disagreements that can frustrate a deal, it is more time and cost efficient, it is simpler, it promotes price certainty, and it increases the number of available pricing mechanisms that parties can use, which can better satisfy party preferences. Because the benefits of the locked box mechanism are generally undisputed, this Comment evaluates possible explanations for the mechanism’s lack of popularity in the United States and suggests a means to increase its usage among American parties.

Parts I and II provide an overview and comparison of the two pricing mechanisms. Part III is the heart of this Comment. It begins by evaluating three primary factors that may have prevented the locked box mechanism from gaining popularity in the United States: (1) the volatility of the financial market, (2) the rise of carve-out M&A deals, and (3) the educational and cultural familiarity with the closing accounts mechanism as compared to the locked box mechanism. For reasons that will later be discussed, the United States’ lack of familiarity with the locked box mechanism appears to be the most persuasive. Therefore, this Comment suggests structuring the locked box mechanism to conform to the expectations of American companies—namely, by including materially adverse change (MAC) and earnout clauses by default.

I. THE CLOSING ACCOUNTS MECHANISM AND THE LOCKED BOX MECHANISM

A. Closing Accounts Mechanism

The closing accounts mechanism (“CAM”) has traditionally been the default pricing mechanism for deals around the world.\textsuperscript{5} In the CAM, there are two important dates: the sales purchase agreement (“SPA”) signing date and the closing date. The parties first agree to an enterprise value for the target company as of the SPA signing date and then adjust this value post-

\textsuperscript{4} In order to improve processes, whether in law, business, medicine, design, or other fields, the author believes that experimentation and exploration with existing—yet unfamiliar—processes can be insightful and inspiring. For instance, it may be helpful to adapt cross-disciplinary processes to one’s research or, as here, adapt cross-cultural M&A mechanisms. See Eva Boxenbaum & Julie Battilana, \textit{Importation as Innovation: Transposing Managerial Practices Across Fields}, 3 STRATEGIC ORG. 355, 356 (2005) (defining one process of innovation known as translation, which “occurs when actors adapt a foreign practice to their own . . . context, modifying it or combining it with local practices”).

\textsuperscript{5} Ronan O’Sullivan et al., \textit{Pricing Mechanisms: Locked Box vs Completion Accounts}, PLC MAG., Jan. 25, 2012, at 1; PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS, supra note 1, at 2.
closing for "actual Cash, Debt, and Working Capital" to derive the equity value.

The enterprise value is determined through an agreed-upon valuation methodology that factors in Cash, Debt, and Working Capital. This calculation is the first step in determining the equity value, which is the actual price the buyer pays to the seller after post-closing adjustments have been made. In some instances, there is an intermediary step where the parties create an estimated calculation of the equity value after signing, but before closing. Then, the buyer makes post-closing adjustments based on the accounting methodologies set forth in the negotiated SPA to determine the equity value. Because the balance sheet that is used for post-closing adjustments is not prepared until after the closing date, the equity value may not be known for several months or years after closing. With the CAM, economic interest and risk pass from the seller to the buyer at closing because this is the point at which the buyer becomes financially responsible for the acquired company.

B. Locked Box Mechanism

In the past few years, the locked box mechanism ("LBM") has become a popular alternative to the CAM in the United Kingdom. In the LBM, there are three important dates: the Locked Box Date, the SPA signing date, and the closing date. The parties agree to a fixed equity value for the target company at the SPA signing date. The equity value is calculated based on an agreed-upon historic balance sheet ("Locked Box Balance Sheet"), which is fixed at the pre-signing date (the "Locked Box Date"). Between the Locked Box Date and the SPA signing date, the
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seller performs due diligence on the Locked Box Balance Sheet and projected cash flows to determine the equity value. That equity value is fixed at the SPA signing date and does not get adjusted post-closing. Notice that the LBM does not require a determination of enterprise value because the actual levels of Cash, Debt, and Working Capital are cognizable through the historic Locked Box Balance Sheet.

Because there are no post-closing adjustments, the buyer receives protection from any “Leakage,” which is the unpermitted extraction of value from the target business in the form of representations and warranty indemnity (“W&I”) insurance and covenants between the Locked Box Date and closing dates. Permitted Leakage is agreed upon in the SPA and may not lead to a reduction in price or trigger any W&I insurance. Unpermitted Leakage includes “dividends (whether actual or deemed), management fees, transfer of assets at an under-value and the waiver of amounts owed/liabilities.” Should any unpermitted Leakage occur, the W&I insurance will reimburse the buyer for the loss value exceeding the seller’s negotiated liability cap (the maximum amount the seller is responsible for out-of-pocket before insurance kicks in). The W&I provisions in LBM deals are generally more stringent than those in CAM deals because they are the buyer’s sole form of protection from any unpermitted Leakage in the target business between the Locked Box Date and closing.

With the LBM, the economic interest and risk transfer from buyer to seller is set at the Locked Box Date, the date at which the historic balance sheet is fixed, because the buyer receives the “benefit of the cash profits generated by the business from that date” and the seller “incurs an opportunity cost as they do not receive payment at the Locked Box Date.
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22. In effect, the buyer is running the company on behalf of the seller during this period. This idea will be discussed further in subsequent sections.
but instead . . . at Closing." To compensate the seller for this opportunity cost and for not receiving the cash profits between the Locked Box Date and closing, the buyer either pays the seller interest on the equity value or an agreed-upon proxy for profits.  

II. THE MECHANISMS COMPARED

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.**

A. The CAM

The CAM has the primary benefit of “more accurately captur[ing] changes in the target’s valuation between the initial valuation . . . date and the closing date.” Because the CAM considers post-closing adjustments, the equity value directly reflects the financial condition of the target business at closing. Additionally, the CAM is known to be buyer-friendly because the seller bears the economic risk until closing and the buyer has control over the post-closing adjustments process (and thus, the ability to renegotiate for a lower equity price). Another benefit of the CAM is its
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flexibility across multiple deal types, such as strategic, financial, complex carve-out, corporate, and startup deals. This flexibility derives from the CAM’s ability to capture an accurate financial snapshot of the target company at closing.

However, the CAM leads to “heavy negotiation” (and potential “manipulation and abuse”) between the buyer and seller during the post-closing adjustments period that is “complex, time consuming and expensive.” Disputes normally occur over pricing, accounting methods, and/or policies. The buyer has the benefit of conducting due diligence for post-closing adjustments and may take advantage of this opportunity to renegotiate a lower equity price, while the seller may be motivated to exploit loopholes in the post-closing adjustments process by, for instance, “delaying capex to boost cash.” These negotiations also require management involvement to agree upon a final purchase price, which diverts their focus from the intricate task of integrating both companies. These drawn-out debates can come at great economic cost to the parties in the form of fees to attorneys, bankers, and accountants. They can also result in significant delays, with disputes lasting anywhere from months
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35. See McGonigle & Weisser, supra note 3, at 3 (noting how the locked box mechanism eliminates costs associated with negotiating post-closing adjustments); O’Sullivan et al., supra note 5, at 5-6 (noting how the locked box mechanism eliminates the costs involved with preparing and reviewing disputes caused by the closing adjustments mechanism); PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS, supra note 1, at 4 (discussing how the locked box mechanism can result in “potentially significant time and cost savings” because it eliminates post-closing adjustments).
Lastly, the CAM is known as a buyer-friendly mechanism because economic interest passes at closing, which may be problematic for the seller. The seller is liable for any possible downturn in the business, which would likely result in a decrease in purchase price. Additionally, the buyer controls the post-closing adjustments process, which gives the seller less control over the final purchase price.

B. The LBM

The LBM has four primary benefits. First, the mechanism is more time and cost efficient because there are no risks or expenditures of money or time associated with renegotiating post-closing adjustments. Speed is integral in determining the success of M&A deals, so efficiency gains can materially benefit both parties to a transaction. For instance, the buyer’s management team can allocate more time to planning and preparing for the integration of the target company rather than spending their efforts on post-closing adjustments under a CAM deal. Second, the LBM simplifies the SPA agreement because there is no need to negotiate or include complex post-closing calculation formulas. The absence of these processes can further streamline the deal. Third, the fixed priced of the LBM promotes price certainty for both the buyer and seller. This reduces the price uncertainty that a buyer may have with the CAM because there is no concern over the potential need to secure additional capital should the equity value increase beyond the initial enterprise value. This also reduces the price uncertainty from the seller’s perspective by eliminating eight months).
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concerns over a reduction in equity value through price-chipping post-closing. The fixed price promotes certainty between both parties and allows the buyer and seller to better manage their financial futures. And fourth, the LBM provides an alternative pricing mechanism for companies to structure deals, which may better satisfy buyer and/or seller preferences or may be more effective for particular deal types. For instance, the LBM can be a beneficial tool for private equity sellers where price certainty “allows a PE [“private equity”] seller to make a full distribution to LPs shortly after closing and does not require the buyer to find additional cash to fund any upwards adjustment[,]” This is one of the reasons why private equity firms in the United Kingdom favor the LBM. Additionally, having the ability to choose between the LBM or CAM can help parties better manage market conditions. When markets are stable, parties can default to the efficiency of the LBM by relying on historic balance sheets. On the other hand, when markets are unstable, such as during the financial crisis, parties may opt for the CAM for a real-time snapshot of the target company’s value at closing. For corporate strategists, the power of choice is a valuable tool.

The LBM also has its limitations. It is less precise because it does not factor in post-closing adjustments. It is also not typically appropriate for three types of situations: where isolating the historic financial statements of a target business is difficult (e.g., certain types of carve-outs or divestitures); where historic financial statements are limited (e.g., startups); or where the buyer does not trust the seller. The CAM may be more appropriate in complex carve-out deals because the LBM may be difficult to apply “without an anchored balance sheet.” This will be discussed in greater detail in a subsequent section, but the main takeaway is that a seller may not be able to effectively isolate the carved-out business unit’s financial statements from its other business units. With the CAM, the seller can begin to account for the carved-out business unit’s financial statements.

45. PricewaterhouseCoopers, supra note 1, at 4.
46. McGonigle & Weisser, supra note 3, at 3.
47. Lawlor & Siegel, supra note 3, at 1.
48. See note 85 for a data-driven discussion on how the financial crisis affected the use of the LBM in the United Kingdom.
49. McGonigle & Weisser, supra note 3, at 3.
51. PricewaterhouseCoopers, supra note 1, at 8. For purposes of this Comment, complex carve-out deals refer to situations where a seller is unable to isolate the financial statements of the target business unit from those of its other businesses. For example, assume that Seller has three business units: A, B, and C (note that these are not distinct businesses and that Seller is not a holding company). Buyer contracts with Seller to purchase A, but Seller has not maintained separate financial statements for A, B, and C. As a result, information, such as revenues from A, are combined with revenues from B and C.
information when the agreement is signed and have the financial statements ready at closing for any adjustments. Note, however, that there are a number of carve-out deals where financial statements for individual business units exist. As such, the LBM has been used successfully in many carve-out deals in the United Kingdom.52 The CAM may also be more appropriate in startup deals because young companies lack the necessary historic financial statements for the LBM, and the CAM allows the buyer to create an accurate snapshot of the company’s value at closing. Lastly, in situations where the buyer does not trust the seller, the buyer would want more protection over unpermitted Leakage than W&I insurance. However, barring these three exceptions, the LBM can also be used in a number of deal types like private equity, strategic, corporate, and carve-out deals where an isolated balance sheet exists.53

Lastly, where the CAM is generally viewed as a buyer-friendly mechanism, the LBM is generally viewed to be “more seller-friendly”54 because of its fixed price (and thus an inability for the buyer to renegotiate a lower price post-closing) and the fact that economic risk transfers at the Locked Box Date when the target company is still under seller management.55 In other words, the buyer bears the risk of any downturn in the target company between the Locked Box Date and closing. The buyer also bears the risk of the seller lacking motivation to maximize the target company’s profits between the Locked Box Date and closing because the buyer, and not the seller, is entitled to the target company’s profits after the Locked Box Date.56 Further, the buyer’s primary protection from unpermitted Leakage is through carefully negotiated W&I insurance, which historically had been weak. However, in recent years, the W&I industry has strengthened, which has increased buyer confidence.57

On the other hand, the LBM also provides certain buyer-friendly benefits. For instance, the seller is not motivated to manipulate any post-closing accounts by delaying capital expenditures to boost cash because the
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57. Mergermarket Events, *Sellers See Appeal of “Locked Box” Mechanism–CMS, YOUTUBE* (July 8, 2013), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_CSyNeCUydw [https://perma.cc/U2SG-6G3Z] [hereinafter Interview with Mergermarket] (discussing the improved reliability of the W&I market and the reduced premiums of insurance in the United Kingdom); McGonigle & Weisser, *supra* note 3, at 4 (discussing how recent competition in the W&I market has improved the terms and premiums of insurance in the United States).
balance sheet at closing does not affect the equity value.\textsuperscript{58} Even though a seller may be motivated to manipulate gaps in the Leakage protections or the representations and warranties set forth in the negotiated SPA, the seller may nevertheless be liable for any extraction of unpermitted Leakage or other value in the target company—W&I insurance aside—because the seller \textit{may} be acting as a legal agent to the buyer between the Locked Box Date and closing.\textsuperscript{59} If this is the case, the seller would have fiduciary duties to the buyer and would be subject to the duty of care, duty of loyalty, and good faith. According to one large accounting firm, Leakage claims are not common in practice—at least in the United Kingdom and across Europe.\textsuperscript{60} Additionally, the seller assumes the risk of running the target company on behalf of the buyer until closing.\textsuperscript{61} The seller does not receive any profits generated, and even though it receives proxy or interest payments for compensation, the payments may be set too low.\textsuperscript{62}

In sum, the CAM is a buyer-friendly mechanism that is more accurate but comes at the heavy risk of lengthy and costly debates over post-closing adjustments. The LBM is a seller-friendly mechanism that fixes the purchase price up front, limits disputes over pricing, and is quicker to execute; but, it may not be appropriate for complex carve-out or startup deals. The LBM is a valuable alternative to the CAM due to its efficiency gains and cost savings, and American companies are leaving time and money on the table by not experimenting with the mechanism.

The United States should increasingly use the LBM as an alternative pricing mechanism, and the next section explores possible explanations for why the LBM has not gained popularity in the United States.

\subsection*{C. Why the LBM has not Become Popular in the United States}

There are a number of complex, interconnected factors that may have prevented the LBM from gaining popularity in the United States. Three factors have been the most influential: (1) the volatility of the financial market, (2) the rise of carve-out M&A deals, and (3) the cultural and

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{58} Mansfield & Parker, \textit{supra} note 16, at 2.
\bibitem{59} It is unclear whether the seller is considered a de jure agent of the buyer; however, it is briefly suggested so in Mansfield & Parker, \textit{supra} note 16, at 2.
\bibitem{60} \textsc{PriceWaterhouseCoopers}, \textit{supra} note 1, at 6.
\bibitem{61} \textit{see} \textsc{PriceWaterhouseCoopers}, \textit{supra} note 1, at 7 (discussing a seller’s opportunity cost in running the company between the Locked Box Date and closing).
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educational familiarity of the CAM as compared to the LBM in the United States. Before discussing these primary factors, two related inquiries are addressed: whether any explanations can be derived from either the relationship between the LBM and strategic and financial deals or the litigious nature of the United States.

First, the LBM has traditionally been popular in private equity deals and has only recently spread to strategic deals in the United Kingdom. This suggests that a discrepancy over the ratio of private equity deals to strategic deals between the United States and United Kingdom could be insightful. In other words, if there are more private equity than strategic deals in the United Kingdom but the converse is true in the United States, the prevalence of the LBM may be attributable to the distinction in deal type. However, no such discrepancy likely exists. One study suggests that there are significantly more strategic deals than private equity ones in the United States. Another study shows significantly more strategic deals than private equity ones across Europe. This study aggregated data from the United Kingdom, which represented half of the total deal volume analyzed, France, and Germany. Although this is not a perfect proxy because data from two additional countries are included, the general pattern and high proportion of data from the United Kingdom reasonably suggests that there are more strategic than financial deals in the United Kingdom. Thus, it seems likely that there are more strategic than private equity deals in both the United States and, by proxy, the United Kingdom, suggesting that the relationship between the number of strategic and financial deals has not influenced the prevalence of the LBM in the United States.

Second, American companies may have been concerned about using a new pricing mechanism because “working out the kinks” may lead to unwanted litigation over improper execution of the mechanism by, for example, allowing unpermitted Leakage to flow from the target company. However, parties can contract this issue away by including mediation or

63. Financial deals are backed by private equity firms and will be used synonymously in this Comment.
64. Lawlor & Siegel, supra note 3, at 1.
alternative dispute resolution in the SPA. Litigation would thus arise only under extenuating circumstances. It is even possible that the LBM would have actually been a way to reduce litigation because there are less financial variables for the parties to dispute. The most contentious aspect of a CAM transaction is handling post-closing adjustments, the point at which parties will attempt to renegotiate the purchase price. This leads to disagreement and potential litigation. With the LBM, the price is fixed at signing, which eliminates the potential for litigation on purchase price, and the primary point of concern is whether there has been any unpermitted Leakage extracted from the target firm, which is protected through W&I insurance—an industry that has strengthened in recent years, providing buyers with more confidence of proper protection in the case of unpermitted Leakage.\footnote{67} The ability to require mediation or alternative dispute resolution in place of litigation through the SPA and the idea that the LBM may actually reduce litigation rather than increase it suggest that the litigious nature of the United States may not be a primary cause of the LBM’s lack of popularity in the United States.

As these factors do not appear to have had a significant influence over the prevalence of the LBM in the United States, the remaining discussion focuses on the three primary factors that have likely contributed most to the LBM’s lack of popularity: the volatility of the financial market, the rise of carve-out M&A deals, and the educational and cultural familiarity with the CAM over the LBM.

First, the volatility of the financial market following the global financial crisis left companies pessimistic about the market. There was a 39.72% drop in the number of United States M&A deals between 2007 (pre-crisis) and 2009 (the year following the crisis that saw the lowest volumes and values of M&A activity), from 11,369 deals in 2007 to 6,853 deals in 2009.\footnote{68} In terms of deal value, there was a 54.26% drop from $1.23 trillion in 2007 to $568 billion in 2009.\footnote{69} Even though there has been “[c]heap and plentiful capital” since the crisis, “it has been so difficult [for companies] to see the far horizon through the wild waves of market turbulence.”\footnote{70} Thus, the normal effect of low cost capital in increasing the

\footnote{67. Interview with Mergermarket, supra note 57.}
\footnote{69. Id.}
amount of M&A deals was neutralized by uncertainty in the market. Even
when the market began to rise in 2013, companies were still concerned
with the fluctuations, as “there were daily swings of 500 or 750 points.”

With the uncertainty in the market, companies may have been less
likely to experiment with new methods of pricing M&A deals following the
crisis. However, the market is stabilizing and this possible barrier to the
LBM in the United States is dissolving. In 2014, the number of United
States M&A deals surpassed pre-crisis levels with 11,425 deals in 2014
compared to 11,369 deals in 2007. The value of United States M&A
activity also surpassed pre-crisis levels with $1.6 trillion worth of deals in
2014 compared to $1.2 trillion in 2007 (and $568 billion in 2009).

Additionally, buyers now are less concerned about the “macroeconomics of
Fed manipulation” that may result in the “stock market . . . suffer[ing]
some unforeseen calamity.” The “market now welcomes M&A deals
with an enthusiasm not seen for some time” and “[s]hareholders now
support M&A deals . . . .” The psychology of M&A also supports more
deals. CEOs are more confident and have a “renewed energy in M&A” as
they no longer have to hold back an “actual launch” because of market
uncertainty. It has been said, “If your pal in the same industry is doing a
transaction, then it’s a good time for you to do a transaction because you
won’t look silly for being the only guy doing a deal, . . . . This is always a
major part of the psychology of M&A.”

The volatile market may have played a significant role in preventing
the LBM from gaining popularity in the United States, and the current
revitalization in M&A suggests that the market may be well suited for
companies to experiment with new ways to drive value like using the LBM
in M&A deals.

The second possible barrier is the rise in the carve-out deals in the
United States. When a company undertakes a carve-out, it divests one of
its business units by selling an equity stake in that business or by spinning
the business off into its own. A company may choose to undertake a
carve-out for any of the following reasons: to focus the company’s
attention on a particular business with “greater potential . . . growth,” “to
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71. Id.
72. WilmerHale, supra note 68.
73. Id.
74. Hermann, supra note 70, at 3 (citing Alan Klein, Co-Administrative Partner at
Simpson Thacher).
75. Id. at 2.
76. Id.
77. Id. at 4.
[https://perma.cc/Z6FC-X8KB] (last updated 2015).

The number of carve-out deals valued at over $100 million has been on the rise since 2009\(^8^0\) and one study found that 39% of corporate respondents will pursue carve-outs as part of their strategy to focus on core assets (up from 31% in 2014).\(^8^1\) This rise may have played a role in preventing the LBM from gaining popularity in the United States because the mechanism requires historic balance sheets to determine an equity price. For a complex carve-out deal, it may be difficult to isolate the divested business unit’s particularized financial data, as distinct from the seller’s other business lines.\(^8^2\) Thus, the LBM may not be the best mechanism to gauge a business’s value because it does rely on pricing adjustments.\(^8^3\)

Although the rise in carve-outs may have played a role in preventing some companies from using the LBM, there is still a greater number of non-carve-out deals in the United States.\(^8^4\) This means that there are still ample deals where the LBM is appropriate. Moreover, the LBM can still be effective when isolated financial statements for the carved-out business unit exists. For instance, the LBM has spread readily to carve-out deals across Europe.\(^8^5\) This suggests that its use may only be limited in complex deals.

The third barrier, which is perhaps the most significant, is cultural and educational. The CAM is part of the M&A culture in the United States and the concept of the LBM is novel to the majority of American companies.\(^8^6\) Companies that have made overseas mergers or acquisitions in the United Kingdom may have a loose familiarity with the LBM, but there has not
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80. Id. at 5.
82. McGonigle & Weisser, supra note 3, at 2.
83. See footnote 6 for a discussion on why the CAM may be more appropriate for complex carve-out deals.
84. Flynn et al., supra note 79, at 5-6.
85. Hermann, supra note 52, at 9.
86. See McGonigle & Weisser, supra note 3, at 2 (stating that the LBM is still not used with any frequency in the United States but that some companies have started using the mechanism after “becoming educated on the pros and cons” of the it).
been a LBM spark in the United States as there has been in the United Kingdom and across Europe.\footnote{87. The LBM has also become popular in New Zealand and Australia, Nick Kovacevich, \textit{Trends in M&A}, \textsc{Wynn Williams}, (Dec. 3, 2015), http://www.wynnwilliams.co.nz/Publications/Articles/Current-Trends-in-M-A [https://perma.cc/7UV5-6Q77]; Mansfield & Parker, \textit{supra} note 16.} Thus, the rational American company, especially in light of the recent economic environment, would not necessarily experiment with a new M&A pricing mechanism. However, now that the market has improved and the number of M&A deals is reaching pre-crisis 2007 levels, companies may be more willing to experiment with deal structures that can generate more value and facilitate the merger or acquisition process.

This Comment suspects that culture and education is one of the main reasons why the United Kingdom has seen such growth with the LBM. The mechanism has existed there for a number of years prior to gaining popularity.\footnote{88. Mansfield & Parker, \textit{supra} note 16, at 1 (stating that the “locked box mechanism[] rose in popularity in the United Kingdom in the mid-2000’s”).} For instance, the LBM was used in approximately 40\% of M&A transactions in the United Kingdom in 2007.\footnote{89. O’Sullivan et al., \textit{supra} note 5, at 2.} The use then dramatically dropped following the global financial crisis from 2008 to early 2009, dropping to about 12\% of deals.\footnote{90. O’Sullivan et al., \textit{supra} note 5, at 2.} From 2009 to 2010, the LBM reached pre-crisis levels\footnote{91. O’Sullivan et al., \textit{supra} note 5, at 2.} and today is used in approximately 57\% of deals in the United Kingdom.\footnote{92. See \textit{CMS European M&A Study 2014}, CMS Hasche Sigle 5 (2015), http://www.cms-hs.com/Hubbard.FileSystem/files/Publication/43087c2d-6be1-4dd7-acc9-010374c3a21f/7483b893-e478-44a4-8fed-f49ea917d8ce/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/0dbf534b-1daa-464a-b13d-b00eeef47619/MA_Study_2014_ExecutiveSummary.pdf [https://perma.cc/NZ6V-KGW8] (finding that the closing accounts mechanism is used in roughly 85\% of United States M&A deals and 43\% of United Kingdom M&A deals, suggesting that the locked box mechanism or some other pricing mechanism is used in 15\% of United States M&A deals and 57\% of United Kingdom M&A deals).} In comparison, the LBM is used in only
about 15% of deals in the United States.93

One justification for the increased use of the LBM in the United Kingdom is that the flight-to-quality assets caused low deal activity, an environment where sellers could better dictate sale terms and rely on the LBM to fix the price of and expedite the deal.94 This was especially true in private equity deals, and sellers have been able to “resist a shift to the more traditional [CAM] which is perceived as offering a buyer more protection.”95 Additionally, it is important to note that the LBM has spread beyond private equity deals to corporate deals as well, where parties have been able to better tailor the mechanism to their needs.96

Following the global financial crisis, the United States market also suffered from low deal activity driven, in part, by a flight-to-quality assets.97 During this time, the United States and Europe shared similar M&A deal fluctuations post crisis.98 Where the number of M&A deals in Europe fell by 44.95% during 2007 and 2009 (13,389 deals in 2007 and 7,371 deals in 2009),99 the United States experienced a 39.72% drop.100 Where deal value in Europe fell by 72.89% between 2007 and 2009 ($1.4 trillion in 2007 and $379 billion in 2009),101 the United States experienced a 54.26% drop.102 If flight-to-quality was the driver for the increased use of the LBM, a parallel phenomenon should have occurred in the United States. However, this was not the case.

This is why the cultural and educational factor was most impactful. Because companies in the United Kingdom were already familiar with the LBM, they could recognize the benefits that came with fixing the price and expediting transactions post crisis. If American companies had this familiarity, they may have also increased their usage of the LBM. But the volatility of the market did not create appropriate conditions for companies to experiment with deal structures that companies were unfamiliar with—

93. Id.
94. McGonigle & Weisser, supra note 3, at 2. In the context of M&A, flight-to-quality refers to buyers shifting their targets to high-quality, low-risk companies and is the result of uncertainty about the financial markets. By nature, there are less high-quality, low-risk targets than medium- to high-risk ones. Paired with the increased concentration of demand for these targets, the volume of M&A deals during a flight-to-quality market decreases.
95. McGonigle & Weisser, supra note 3, at 2.
96. McGonigle & Weisser, supra note 3, at 2.
98. Note that this data compares M&A deals in the United States and Europe generally.
99. WILMERHALE, supra note 68, at 3.
100. WILMERHALE, supra note 68.
101. WILMERHALE, supra note 68, at 3.
102. WILMERHALE, supra note 68.
that would have only injected more uncertainty into the chaos. Prudent shareholders and activist investors during this time period may not have been as willing to test new deal structures, but rely instead on structures they were familiar with to reduce risk. Additionally, institutional shareholders represent “more than 70% of the largest 1,000 companies in United States in 2009.”\textsuperscript{103} Getting them to approve a LBM may have been challenging because savvy institutional shareholders may be more inclined to take the second opportunity to renegotiate a lower price with the CAM. Without being properly educated or having executed an LBM deal before, these institutional shareholders may not have been able to appropriately consider the LBM’s efficiency gains and cost savings. On the other hand, there is also high institutional ownership in the United Kingdom and the LBM has continued to remain popular.\textsuperscript{104} This suggests that investors in the United Kingdom have not resisted and are comfortable with the benefits of the mechanism. Thus, the cultural unfamiliarity with the LBM is likely the largest factor contributing to its minimal usage in the United States.

With market conditions stabilizing, executives and shareholders favoring M&A transactions, and M&A deal volume increasing, the United States is ready for a new pricing mechanism. Therefore, this Comment addresses what may be the largest hurdle in increasing LBM usage in the United States: the educational and cultural familiarity with the mechanism.

From an educational perspective, this Comment, as a whole, serves to shed light on the LBM. It is difficult to introduce a new system domestically based on international norms. But the more the concept of the LBM is discussed, the more likely a company will experiment with it, and the more frequently the LBM will be used to drive value for companies.

From the cultural perspective, there are noticeable differences between American and British transactions. Specifically, the United States has many more earnout and MAC clauses than the United Kingdom. Earnout clauses appear in roughly 38% of transactions in the United States and only 16% of deals in the United Kingdom,\textsuperscript{105} and MAC clauses appear in nearly


\textsuperscript{104} Similar to the United States, the United Kingdom also has high institutional ownership. See Serdar Çelik & Mats Isaksson, Institutional Investors and Ownership Engagement, OECD J.: FIN. MARKET TRENDS 93, 94 (2013), http://www.oecd.org/corporate/Institutional-investors-ownership-engagement.pdf [https://perma.cc/9944-HW8T] (suggesting that 90% of public equity is held by institutional investors).

\textsuperscript{105} Interview with Mergermarket, supra note 57 (discussing the difference in the
all (93%) transactions in the United States, but are rare in the United Kingdom.\footnote{WilmerHale, supra note 68, at 17.}

Financially, earnout clauses can be important in striking a balance between what the buyer and seller believe are reasonable purchase prices; they are “a good way of bridging valuation-gaps and different opinions as to how the target company will develop.”\(^{113}\) For instance, imagine a company that is interested in acquiring a privately-held startup. The founder is optimistic about his business and wants to sell today to acquire more capital to fund his expansion.\(^{114}\) The founder wants $100 million for the company, but the buyer is not convinced of that value even though it is intrigued by the business. The buyer believes the company is worth around $75 million.\(^{115}\) To strike a balance of interests between both parties, an earnout clause allows the buyer to pay $50 million up front and up to $50 million contingent on the acquired company meeting certain financial benchmarks. Earnout clauses may be particularly valuable for financial deals where the buyer (i.e. a private equity firm) may not necessarily have the expertise to best manage the acquired company by keeping the sellers interested in the acquired company’s short-term performance post-closing.\(^{116}\) This is not to say that economically-based earnout clauses are any less important for strategic transactions as well, as the earnout can motivate managers and directors from the acquired company to ensure its economic health.

Earnouts with non-economic benchmarks are equally important. For instance, in a strategic transaction, a buyer may be interested in particular purchase orders to expand its influence over a particular geographic market.\(^{117}\) Striking a deal contingent on the fulfillment of these purchase orders would have a significant impact on the purchase price. Agreeing to an earnout clause helps alleviate disagreements over purchase price because of such non-economic factors, and it structures a more complete transaction.

Moreover, earnout clauses must be drafted carefully as both the buyer and seller have competing incentives. During the earnout phase, the seller wants the acquired company to hit the agreed-upon economic or non-


\(^{114}\) Lopez, supra note 108.

\(^{115}\) Lopez, supra note 108.


\(^{117}\) See Ernst & Young, supra note 108 at 4 (noting that incoming orders may be used as a non-economic benchmark).
economic benchmarks so that it can receive the additional payments. The buyer, on the other hand, does not want these benchmarks to be reached in order to minimize its payments to the seller. To address this concern, covenants play an important role in protecting the interests of the parties. For instance, the seller will want to negotiate a covenant that prevents the buyer from diverting revenue from the acquired company that would prevent the benchmark from being met.\(^{118}\)

Second, a MAC clause\(^{119}\) is a way for parties to “allocate who will bear the risk” in a transaction should a materially adverse change occur between signing and closing.\(^{120}\) A MAC clause “is the catchall provision”\(^{121}\) that “permits an acquirer to refuse to complete the transaction if a material and adverse change, as defined in the acquisition agreement, occurs to an acquiree prior to the time of completion of the acquisition.”\(^{122}\) Buyers may also invoke MAC by “taking advantage of either changed market conditions or adverse events affecting the target company”\(^{123}\) to renegotiate the deal, which may lead to a lowered price or restructuring.\(^{124}\) When buyers invoke a MAC clause, sellers have an incentive to settle at a lower price because they do not want to go through the hassle of litigation and because “the seller and its shareholders are typically happy to take the lower premium than risk litigation and an adverse decision resulting in no

\(^{118}\) It is important for the seller to draft these covenants carefully. For instance, a seller would not want to include language requiring the buyer to have “intent” to divert revenues for the purpose of reducing the earnout payments. A seller would prefer to maintain a lower standard and eliminate reference to buyer intent because intent is difficult to prove in litigation. Lazard Tech. Partners, LLC v. Qinetiq N. Am. Operations LLC, 114 A.3d 193, 194 (Del. 2015) (finding that the buyer had not breached the covenant preventing the buyer from “divert[ing] or defer[ing] [revenue] with the intent of reducing . . . the Earn-Out Payment” because the covenant required proof that the buyer acted “with the intent” to reduce the payment—a high standard that the seller failed to prove).

\(^{119}\) Also referred to as a materially adverse event (MAE) clause.


\(^{122}\) Steven M. Davidoff, *The Failure of Private Equity*, 82 S. CAL. L. REV. 481, 499 (2009)(internal citation omitted).

\(^{123}\) Solomon, *supra* note 120.

deal at all.” Thus, the MAC clause is actually a powerful “renegotiation tool” rather than a get-out-of-jail-free card, a point reinforced by the rarity of court enforcement.

MAC clauses, like earnouts, must be drafted carefully. They typically “describe (1) what must be materially adversely affected to constitute a MAC and (2) which effects will be disregarded in assessing whether a MAC has occurred.” Defining a materially adverse change, in practice, is difficult. The buyer will try to negotiate a broad definition of a materially adverse change to provide “leeway” to get out of a deal. The seller will conversely try to negotiate a narrow definition to shift as much risk as possible on the buyer. Generally, parties should negotiate a definition that specifies particularized conditions that may affect the business and include carve-outs for general changes in the economy or the target’s industry—risks that are traditionally born by the buyer. Even though MAC clauses have become rather standardized over the last few years and less time has been spent negotiating over terms, defining materially adverse remains a challenge. For example, Delaware courts, where most MAC clause litigation is brought, have never found a materially adverse change and require such change to be in a “durationally-significant manner,” a high standard to meet. However, this understanding still provides little guidance. Is one year enough or must it be two? Even with the challenges in defining materially adverse changes, MAC clauses appear in “virtually all [American] acquisition agreements” and are an important part of agreements in the United States.
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Earnout clauses and MAC clauses are important to the culture of M&A deals in the United States, but are less so in the United Kingdom, which may be part of the reason why the LBM has not gained popularity in the United States. However, the LBM can be modified to better meet the expectations of buyers and sellers. Thus, modifying the LBM to reflect transactions in the United States can increase the use of the LBM domestically.

III. MODIFYING THE LBM FOR THE UNITED STATES

The market is ready for a new pricing mechanism. To persuade more American companies to use the LBM and reap the benefits that British companies have been enjoying for years (i.e. time and cost efficiency, price certainty, simplicity, and the ability to better meet party preferences), the mechanism must conform to the cultural deal expectations of American companies. The LBM structure is flexible and has already been modified in the United Kingdom to better meet party preferences. Therefore, the LBM can be adapted for use in the United States, specifically, by structuring in MAC and earnout clauses.

**Figure 2.**
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As previously stated, the M&A deals in the United Kingdom rarely have MAC clauses and include earnouts less frequently than in the United States. Structuring the LBM to include these two provisions would better represent transactions in the United States. The foundation of M&A pricing mechanisms in the United States is the CAM, which allows the buyer to make post-closing adjustments to reflect financial changes in the target company. This leaves the control in the buyer’s hands, giving the buyer the opportunity to renegotiate a lower purchase price. As a result, the CAM is generally viewed as buyer-friendly.

Because the United States M&A market is accustomed to a buyer-friendly mechanism, buyers may be reluctant to give up control through the use of a seller-friendly mechanism. Even when the flight-to-quality in the United Kingdom likely caused an increase in the use of the LBM, the LBM was not readily adopted in the United States. This left sellers in the United States, who would have had more negotiating power due to the mismatch between the number of buyers and the scarce amount of quality assets they were willing to purchase, with only the ability to negotiate better terms under a CAM rather than allowing them to negotiate a stronger fixed-price position.

To get more parties to use the LBM in the United States, it would seem appropriate to address buyer concerns over the seller-friendly aspects of the LBM. This is where the inclusions of MAC and earnout clauses serve a double purpose: they both structure the LBM to conform to the expectations of American companies and, in doing so, they balance out the seller-friendly nature of the mechanism.

For a buyer, fixing the price at the SPA signing date can be risky. Should the business suffer a downturn between signing and closing, the buyer is unable to adjust the purchase price to reflect the then-current value at closing. Structuring in a MAC clause allows the buyer to walk away from the deal or renegotiate the price should a pre-defined materially adverse change occur to the company. This is an important failsafe and negotiation tool for the buyer and provides the buyer with some leverage. This is not a perfect solution, as non-materially adverse changes that negatively impact the target company will still be borne by the buyer. However, if the target company is performing better after the Locked Box Date, the buyer will reap both the cash profits and the benefit of a lower relative purchase price because it was fixed at signing. As with any choice, there will be tradeoffs. Further, if a buyer in a particular deal values the efficiency of the LBM and does not want the hassle of potential post-
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142. See supra text accompanying note 90 for a related discussion on the real-world implications of being unable to adjust the purchase price post-closing.
closing adjustment disputes, the MAC clause can be a valuable tool for the buyer to retain more control over the deal—swinging the pendulum a little further away from the seller-friendly end of the spectrum towards the neutral center.

Some argue that the MAC clause is at odds with the theory behind the LBM, which is a possible reason why MAC clauses are rare in the United Kingdom. Because risk passes from the seller to buyer at the Locked Box Date and the buyer is entitled to the cash profits of the target business during the executory period, “it arguably follows that the buyer should bear the risk of a MAC occurring in that period.”

The buyer should bear the risk of downturns in the target business during this period, but the buyer should not bear the risk of a materially adverse change occurring. First, typical MAC clauses in the United States carve out downturns in the target business’s industry or in the market as a whole. This risk is still borne by the buyer. This makes sense because the buyer receives the benefit of price certainty (i.e. no need to raise additional capital should the purchase price increase), less disputes over post-closing adjustments, less time spent drafting the SPA, etc.) and the benefit of cash profits during the period. If the buyer bore no financial risk of any downturn in the target business, the mechanism would be unfair and no seller would agree to it. This conforms to the classic notion of caveat emptor. Second, although the buyer should bear some risk, it should not bear all the risk. If there were no MAC clause in an agreement and the target company underwent a materially adverse change, there could be virtually no value to the target company, and thus, no purpose in the acquisition or merger. The buyer would incur monumental losses in an unfair transaction. As a matter of policy, the MAC clause prevents two companies in an M&A agreement from failing should one party fail. Third, a materially adverse change is rarely found even when a MAC clause is present. Recall that the Delaware courts have never found a materially adverse change. Only in dire circumstances will a court find that a MAC has occurred. But this is not a clause without teeth. If a major event happens to the target company, a buyer may use the MAC clause as a renegotiation tool to get to a fairer purchase price. Thus, the MAC clause

143. Ashton et al., supra note 129.
144. Ashton et al., supra note 129.
145. O'Sullivan et al., supra note 5, at 5.
146. Caveat emptor translates to “let the buyer beware” and is a commonly referred to adage in contract law. It suggests that the buyer should assume the risk associated with his purchase. Caveat Emptor, CORNELL UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL, https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/caveat_emptor [https://perma.cc/5BF2-YL8T] (last visited June 26, 2016).
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protects the buyer or gives the buyer breathing room in extreme cases; the buyer still bears the risk of loss under normal operating conditions.

In addition to including a MAC clause, structuring in an earnout clause can better reflect the expectations of American parties and shift the pendulum even closer toward neutral ground between buyer- and seller-friendliness. The earnout clause provides the buyer with the comfort that the acquired company will trend toward the projections the original purchase price was based off of. This clause keeps the seller honest. The seller may be able to upsell or hide certain weaknesses during negotiation, but the earnout provides additional incentive for the seller to maintain an interest in the progress of the acquired company. The earnout also provides a balance to the price fixing at SPA signing. If a buyer believes the seller is overvaluing the company unreasonably, the buyer can rely on the earnout to structure a fair price for both parties. The buyer would negotiate a lower initial purchase price and pay additional compensation to the seller contingent on the subsequent performance of the acquired company. This shifts more control and assurance to the buyer and can make an upfront fixed price seem more reasonable.

It can be argued that an earnout clause complicates what is supposed to be a simpler pricing mechanism. Where the LBM seeks to reduce disputes based on post-closing adjustments, the earnout can be effectively seen as the same: adjustments to the purchase price are made after closing and disputes may arise over how to calculate or whether certain benchmarks have been met. This may also suggest that the net effect of the earnout clause is the same as having post-closing adjustments: the total cost to purchase a target company is amended based on performance.

This concern does not exist for non-economic benchmarks, where payment is contingent on conditions like licensing or purchase orders being met. This is pretty straightforward because the condition is either met or it is not met. The situation gets complicated when discussing economic benchmarks. There are parallels between the earnout and post-closing adjustments, but these parallels only go so far. First, it is important to consider the potential effects of both post-closing adjustments and earnout clauses. The net effect of post-closing adjustments is more material to the overall transaction than an earnout clause. A dispute over post-closing adjustments can significantly delay a deal because it affects the final closing price of a transaction. A dispute over whether a target company has reached a projected benchmark does not delay a deal because the deal has already closed at a set purchase price. The contingent payments are an opportunity for the seller to receive more money based on the continued

148. See previous example, supra page 45.
performance of the acquired business; disputes have nothing to do with whether or not a deal closes. Second, it is true that including an earnout clause adds an extra degree of complexity to the LBM. However, in order to customize the mechanism to meet American expectations, modifications must be made. The LBM, in its simplest form, has not spread across the United States, and American companies are missing out on the benefits the mechanism has to offer. To make the mechanism more appealing to American parties requires a bespoke approach. Modifications will inevitably add a degree of complexity to the LBM template, but the benefits of the mechanism remain the same when compared to a CAM deal that also has an earnout clause, which further complicates an already complex mechanism. And third, I believe that the buyer should work to negotiate a shorter earnout period with the seller unless inappropriate (a short earnout period may not be possible for certain non-economic benchmarks like patent approval). The spirit of the LBM is to facilitate deals. Keeping a seller on the hook for greater than five years is a long time to await potential payment.

An earnout clause may not be appropriate in every deal and it may be more appropriate in certain types of deals than others. For instance, earnouts are especially popular with private equity transactions where the private equity buyer may not have the expertise at the time of purchase to run the company. However, earnouts also exist in strategic deals as well. This discussion does not fix an earnout clause in every modified LBM deal in the United States; it simply suggests that an earnout clause come standard in the agreement. Parties can choose to negotiate the clause out if needed.

A modified LBM for the United States would include both MAC and earnout clauses as standard. This shifts some control back towards the buyer’s perspective, making the LBM more neutral rather than seller-friendly. These clauses will make the LBM more reflective of transactions in the United States and provide more comfort to buyers who are accustomed to a more buyer-friendly pricing mechanism. The LBM, as popularized in the United Kingdom, has not become popular in the United States. Hopefully, these suggestions will help companies consider using the modified LBM as a value-creating mechanism in future M&A transactions.

IV. CONCLUSION

The LBM is not used with any frequency in the United States but is
popular in the United Kingdom. Many factors have contributed to this discrepancy including unstable market conditions and cultural unfamiliarity with the mechanism. Because the market has stabilized, American companies are well positioned to explore the benefits of the LBM: time and cost efficiency, price certainty, simplicity, and the ability to better meet party preferences. Thus, this Comment sought to familiarize readers with the LBM and suggest modifications to the mechanism that would better meet the expectations of American companies, which will hopefully have the effect of increasing LBM usage in M&A deals in the United States. In an industry steeped in complexity, a method based on efficiency and simplicity can have profound transactional benefits; all that is required is some “in the box” thinking.